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of liay 12, 1972, the thin Secretary of Li:. 1 d::0:1 wrote Senators

Postora and Ma.,-auson that the pilot project "to develop inJir,Aors o tic acts
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1. Objectiv

The basic assumption underlyil,:, this stud; is that television dr. ma is

in the mainstream -- or is the maintream -- of the symbolic environtIont
cultivating curilon conceptions of life, society, and the world. NC) tot_'her

of society is unaffected by its doininit cultur-al trends. however, living

deep in the mainstream, being a heavy consumer of its images and messages,
moan more intensive acculturation and tighter integration of the myths and
rituals of the s}mbolic world into one's view of how the real world works
than does living a more insulated life or in a more independent or diversified
cultural context. Therefore, while all Americans arc' influenced by the

persistent symbolic structures of the cultural mainstream, more heavy viewers
of television than light or non-v c'wars tend to conceive of. reality as they
experience it in the symbolic, world of television drama.

The pilot study* provides evidence of the plausibility of these assumptions
and the feasibility of definitive r.scarch a] on these lines. A comprehens'-ve

and cumulative analysis of the syml)olic world ot television drama was related
to images and conceptions of social realit) held by children and adults in
such areas of knowledge a,; geography, demography, personal and group stereo-

typing; age, SON, ethnic, etc., occupations, power, and other role e:7:ectations;

The EIMU announcement of the scope and purposes of the pilot project
is attached as App:mdix E.
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judgments ot personil,t tes and groups as to proh.tb]liti,'; of smLt ., and

failure, vio1(.1:1' and tiie-diy relat.leas, k..innin and lo.tt;t2, ett; and issut

such a2 crii: and vietimi,..atiou, family life, d^JIY: addiet:on, mtni-itv gron,

relations, -nid so oo. fhe cultivation hypothesis S. 01 CO:irSes 1"'.1 10Aahlo

in those appects of soc_ial reality in which the "Jats of 1110" in th.. symboliL

world of television dra..: diverge frct those of news n1,1/or. of ths "real"

world. 'I h pattern ol findiics is rc-,rk-hly to:':,istent. It sh".'s that. the

vorld of television dr( , does cull iv-te CC41('01)01; Oi ii ,e and

socicty even (0. esiteciAly) 'ion fait ((,1- evcrt. hold

otherwise. The findin,s of the pilot project (71.so indic:te that mnst.

integr(ti.ed int.° the :--y.1:01.ic Ltinstre (the hcavy Conetir, of I roducts)

ere the most likely to use iLs fictional :Aructure to de:toe the real world

of people, places, and values.

These findings epresent the first clear-cilt dcmoa,tr,ttions of sli,nifieant

media effects upon it..tgery and hnowledge of critical social import. The effets

are on a more basic ievel than those of attitudes, opil:ton.;, and n 3 gus of

information or persuasion (which is where most previous research was conduct..,,d).

They go to the very definitions and assumptioas of the facts, of liie and

society cultivated by massive and repetitive serial symbolic functions of

everyday "fania:y" output.

The proposed study will systemat,:e, formalixe, and, in a sense, institution

13 2i0 the regular collection and periodic reporting of such infoimntion. The

mapping of the symbolic world and the tracing of it5 efforts with iespect to

both general conceptions of social reality and a set. of critical public issues

such as eduelion, heallh, violence, public. authority, observattce,

doz.testic and global group relationships will be developed into a cumulative

and comparative research enterprise. AL tho conclusion of tin.' proposed project,

the theory, methodology, and presentational techniques for the annual reportiuf,,

of a set of multi-dimensional comparative indicators will be avail,ble for the

continuing mapping and interpretation of the image and hnowledge cultivation

characteristic:-f of American television.

VILy tel drama

Television dominates tie prevailing climate of the mass-produced c7mbolic

environment. Its dramatic programs (plays, films, cartoon) cultivate synthetic

images of life, society, and the world. Their perception as "enterttinment"

assures, if anything, relatively easy and universal participation in Cle usually

realistically depicted fantasy world they present. Never before, hnv:, such

largo and heterogeneous publics -- from the nursery to the nursing ho.le, from

ghetto to penthouse -- shared so much of a systc.1 of messages and iwages, and

the assumptions orl:deddoet in them. What do these images 0 nil mes:.ages cultivate

in common? What do they teach differently LO chiPren and adults, to men and

women, and to various social groupings,? How do the symhoJic structures and

their functions change over time?

Fiction and drama offer special opportunities for tic' cultivation --

and , therefore, analysis of elements of is tem- e , hies and I el at onshi ps.

lk-re an ispc,et. of life, an area of 1.nowledgc, or the operation of a '!'orial

enteri-ino appears inaginativel'y re-created in its, s;ignc ficant

with total huin.n situations. The composite "worlds" of fiction and drama can



reveal social Ne(h,nisms underlying, 1),:: not 11.-_,c(rily .rcnt in. ether
modes of present:Ition. Tho:. who neither f'eck nor would _01,(I as widi

of speclalized subject mlttur- will fin1 it, neveJlheless, i;) drama and ;ietion.
Most pco)le, and especially the yoan;; the cducted of all age::,
encounter mos: subjects in tier form 01 such "ine,r'cnial" treItmint in the,

course of their relat4vely vnn-select ive Jc.isure-tim,_ ';.ntert:jument."

what is true for the .entaticw of piscell,:,Lous :n.thj(et mItter
even more to the cultivation of perf-,on,1 charicteri:tics, -stcrco-
types, va hies, poli JCS , norms- of ( lif e, t he bulk of
popular- liction and drama is "open boo;.," Chalacteri.!,at ion ;are rc 1 t i \'ely

clear-cut, mntivations are tianspareni-, pro!,lens, conflitifl arc
and the interplay of force:-. thtt dete4Hne:; the outcc:.e, as > i-il as th outcome
itself, are usually clear. These char Icristics of overyd7 tiction .7.q)d drama
make them the most common and ;:ccessihie source of public acculturation.

The researcu leading to cultural indicators bc:;an, thererore, with the
analysis of the most pervasive and ce..,prchensive irltges of wyeryday culture
found in television drama. For most A.:ricans mo,:t of the titc, television
is popular culture. The, sytholic stru(tures and functions of. the mess,To
systems found in television drama have provided the basis for en inve:Ail;z!tion

of the assumptions, concept]ons, and tcadencics ul(ivated in their viewers.
The pilot project gave strikinc, evidence of such cultivation z-dong heavy
viewers. The next and final phase of )ecedreh devolopment sholld establish
and demonstrate the theoretical und pr-octical csef,Jness of cultural indiuPtors
as guides to scientific undersrr,nding, citizen need consumer behavior 4nd public
policy in communications and culture.

Overlappinc; stages

The project is planned inoverlapping stages. The first stage will see
the development and launching' of cultural indicators based on prime-time network
television drama. The annua: analysis of the dramatic material will provide
the basis for measures of cultivation in selected areas. The first annual
report combining message and cultivation analyses, and yielding such trend
indices as will be available by that thin, will be completed in the third year.

During the second stage (beginning with the second year) the project will
formalize the statistical procedures and computer techniques approprint,! to a
standardized system of data processing, and reporting. At the same time, cross-
national effort of cooperatin research teams will be organized. The first
set of comparative findings will be available by the end of the grant peiiod.

2. Bactground

A series of national and cross-national studies provides both a data base
and a starting point: for the proposed research. Tim analytical framework has
emerged from these studies. They have demonstrated that the mass-cultural
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- presentations of many aspects of lif( and of behavior place them in
public context that: serves institutional purposes.

Wartime concern with mental heAlth led to the passage of the Nat;onal
Mental Health Act in 19!,6, ,the esusbhment of the Nationnl lnstiLnte of
Mental Health, and the emcivence of the "mort.il health movet.cnt." of the

By 19',3 John R. Seeley could obi,.eivy in The Anna of thy AAPf;S
that "This conceutrdtion upon, and h,,lgbtened con3oiousne!.:: of, the nature of
mental life is now so 1,idospread as to ensure an appreciative audie,-Re for

New Yorker cartoons about psychiatrist:f, Hollyvood films about aleoholi:,m or
amnesia, mothcrs-aid boon.; about the emergent little superego:, and their
resugent little ids."* NJ began hponsorship of a series of studies on
popular conceptions of mental health. The senior investi,,;tot of the proposed
project joined in the re,earch on how mental illness is presented in the press
and in popular drama and fiction. We looked at the processes of control and
decision-making that gave rise to specific content configurations in public
information and entertainment, We t:ttelicd the dynmics of imdge-cultivation
on terms related to the ce.nposition of the message systems involved. The
research was completed by 1960.** ii represents a valuable data base and
benchmark for continuing and comparative analysis.

Sputnik generated (for reasons peculiar to American culture) an orgy of
educational soul-searching. Under a grant fro.,t the U.S. Office of Nocation
the senior investigator studied the portrayal o; schools, teachers, and
students in the mass media of ten countries. Again we traced the ebb ard
flow of attention and t:hc composition of factual and fictional representations
that cultivated popular conceptions of education in the U.S., four countries

*John R. Seeley, "Social Values, the 14,2ntal Health Movcrent, ane.
Mental. Health," The Annals of the American Academy of Polit,cal and
Social Science, Vol. 286 (March 1953), p. 22.

**George Gerbner, "Mental Illness on Television: A Study of
Censorship," Journal of Broadcastino, 3:292-303, Fall, 1959; Cf. Jum
C. Nunally, Jr., PonulNy Coneenti.7:11,, of :Jeptal Health; Thejr Dovr,loutent
and Charcie (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Vinston, 1960); George. Gerbner,
"Psychology, Psychiatry and Mental Illness in the Mass Media: A Study
of Trends, 1900-1959," N(Lnta1 nujrnc 45:89-93, January, 1961; George
Gerbner and Percy H. Tannenbaum, "IZegulation of Mental Illness Content
in Motion Pictures and Television," Gwette 6:365-385, 1961.



of Western Europe, four countries of Eastern Europe, and the Soviet. Union.*
A principal value of that research also is as a comparative baseline for
periodic indicators of popular cultural trends.

UNESCO, the International Soeioloical As,locintion, and the National Science
Foundation supported a si-z-nation "Cross-Cultural Study of Films and the
'Film Hero.'" One year's feature production in the U.S., France, Italy,
Yugoslavia, Poland, and Cxechoslovnl:in provided the bnsin for a comparative
investigation of the fictional worlds and "culture hero.!s" of the major single
source of imaginative representations shared ac,:oss national boundaries.*

In 1968, the senior investigator received a research contract from the
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence to conduct an
analysis of the extent: and nature of violent representations in prime time
network television drama for the 1957 and 1961t seasons. The findings provided
part of the factual basis for the Cm.-tlission's recommendations, and were
reported in it Mass Media Task Force report :. Subsequently, under a grant
from the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Com:Atter! on Televi ion and
Social Behavior, the study was extended to cover 1969 and 1970 television
seasons,**** and the analysis continued under. NJMH auspices in 1971 and 1972.****

*George Gerbner, "Mass Communications and Popular Conceptions of Education:
A Cross-Cultural Study." Cooperative Research Report No. 867 (U.S. Office of
Education, 1960; "Smaller Than Life Teachers and Schools in the Mass Media,"
Phi Delta 1.flp0011 44:202-205, February, 1963; "lianges Across Cultures: Teachers
in Mass Media Fiction and Drama," The School Rey.iew '74:212-229, Summer, 1966;
"Education Abou... Education by Mass Media," The F,ducational Forum 31:7-15,
November, 1966, "Newsmen and School'uen; the State and Problems of Education
Reporting," Journalism Ourterly 44:211-224, Summer, 1957; "The Press and the
Dialogue in Education; A Case Study of a National Educational Convention and
its Depiction in America's Daily Newspapers," ,journalism ''olor;raph No. 5,
1967; "Teacher Image and "he Hidden Curriculum," The American Scholar,
42:66-92, Winter, 1973.

**George Cerbner, "The Film Hero; A Cross-Cultural Study," Journnlism
Monographs No. 13, 1969.

***Violence and the Media, a report to the National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of Violence prepared by David L. Lange, Robert K. Baker,
and Sandra J. Ball. U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1969.
(See Chapter 15 and Appendix III-J.)

*George Gerbner, "Violence Television Drama; A Study of Trends and
Symbolic. Functions," in Television and Social Behavior, Vol. 1, Cogent and Control,
edited by C. A. Comstock and E. A. Rubinstein. Washington: Government: Printing
Office, 1972.

*****Ceorge Gerbner, with the assistance of Michael F. Eleey and Nancy
Tedesco, "The Violence Prof ile; Some lndicators of Trend': in and the Symbolic

Structure of Network Television Drama 1967-1971," in JkaIinl;s Before the
Subcommittee on Communications of the Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972.
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Finally, the pilot project leading to the preqent proposal was supported
by a 2-year MTH grant commencing January 1, 1972. (Sec Appendix E ) Beyond
continuing the television content analysis, that project waL: devoted to the
further refinement of the instruments of analysis and the deelopment oL
interview and survey methods applicable to children end adults in the assess_-
ment of the imagery and knowledge that TV's dramatic content might cultivate.

These studies represent: cumulative conceptual and methodological invest-
ment in establishing the basis for the definitive research of a broad and
multidimensional nature proposed by the investigators and called for in the
statements attached as Appendices B, C, and D.

3. Rationale

Imagine.a hermit who lives in a room which is linked with the outside
world via a television set that can only receive dramatic programs. This

person's knowledge of the world would be built exclusively out of the images
and "facts" whichbe-,could glean from on an unending diet of fictional events.

What would exist in this man's world? Obviously, (nay those persons,

objects, places and events that are depicted in television Irma. What- would

seem important in this world? Clearly, the importance of the various elements
of his "reality" would be determined by the frequency of their appearance
and by the centrality of their roles. Similarly, the ways in which the
various constituents of the television world are portrayed and organized
would be the only source of his knowledge of their value and of their inter-
relationships. The population of his world would be the population of television
drama; his expectations and judgments would be derived from the conventions of
plot and outcome that dollinate television drama; his view of human nature

would be based on the shallow psychology of central-casting characterization.

While few are likely to find themselves solely dependent upon television
drama for their knowledge of the world, it seems worth asking how much our
view of the world actually resembles that of our hypothetical hermit. And,

possibly more importantly, how similar will a child's world be, given relatively
little exposure to the complexities of the "real" world and a steady diet of,,
exposure to the world of television?

All art is based on conventions that govern the selection and organization
of elements. The skill of the individual artist is only visible against the
background of the stylistic conventions of his period and medium.* The

dominant stylistic convention of Western narrative art -- novels, plays, film,
TV drama -- is that of representational realimn.'The prmise of realism as a
stylistic convention even of fantasy materials such as cartoons has important

implications. It makes the audience respond as if the artist's choices were

*Larry r. Cross, "Art as the Communication of Competence," Social
Science InformaLion, (UNESCO, in press).

**The pilot study found 96 percent of all television plays (other than

cartoons) to be realistic in style.



governed not by the conventions of art but by the facts of life. However

stereotyped the plots are, we assume that they take place against a back-

drop of the real world -- the details must be naturalistic or we feel that

something; is wrong. Characters most behave as people would in most situntions.

The conventions of character development are those cf St.nday-supplment

psychology. When the' impossible does occur it will often be treated as if it,

too, were part of a natural order in which nuns conic/ fly and anfmals speak.

Nothing impeaches th( basic "reality" of the world of fictional entertainment.

This picture of the conventions of realism may not fit the facts cf "high

culture" or avant-garde art in our time, but it is certainly appropriate for

the world of television drama. The world of tel.evision drama is the world we

live in. It is also the world of the past as we think we know it, and often

of the future -as, perhaps, we have, come to e%pect it.

If the premise of realism in television drama seems a bit thin for some

adult viewers, it is certainly plausible for most children who arc not as

skilled at discerning the evidence of "poetic" license. A study completed

recently by James Murphy, a member of the staff of the pilot project, has

shown the extent to which children will respond to a story s'nown them in the

form of photographic slides by stating that it was "real" -- that it really

happened.* Greenberg's study of "Children's Reactions to TV Blacks" found

the effects of TV exposure generally even more marked and judged more "real

to life" than that of personal encounter.**

Television drama, operating cm this premise of realistic depiction, offers

the viewer an apparently rich array of windos through which he can Cimpse

apparently diverse images and events. But the diversity is only in the shape

of the window and the angle of the flimpse -- the basic: topography of the

fictional world is constant. It is also highly informative. Th?t. is, it

offers to the unsuspecting viewer a continuous stream of "facts" and impressions

about the ways of the world, the constancics and vagaries of "human nature,"

and the consequences of actions. The premise of. realism is a Trojan horse

which carries within it a highly selective and purposeful image of the facte

of life.

What is this image of the world, what are the lessons of this hidden

curriculum, and are they indeed learned by the unsuspecting pupils of tele-

vision? These are the questions which we are addressing in an attempt to

analyze the critical symbolic messages of television drama and to trace

their impact on the beliefs and values of its audiences.

*James P. Murphy, "Investigation of the Nature and Development of
Interpretive Competence," paper presented at the International Communication
Association, Montreal, April, 1973.

**Bradley S. Greenberg, "Children's Reactions to TV Blacks." Journaltms
glyorterls, 50:5-140 Spring, 1972.
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h. Progress report

9

A major objective of the pilot project vae that of methodeleeicel

develowent and instrument-testing. However, early ind;cations or Lhe

substantive findings coming from the teeting provided etrote; indicetion of

significent results. lf thee° are born cut in the tein project new peopooed,

as we fully expect them to be, the proposed stuc:iy vill repTeeent i e flrot

clear-cut evidence of massive inCluence 01' televisien vievinG and oter media

exposure uTon puhlfe conceptions of social reality.

This report vas delayed until a ere of the results could be ieeleded,

even though the pilot project still had more then six months to f.e. At the

same time, arid for the same reason, it yes not peseble to previde more than

a few highlights and a sketchy rather than comprehensive account of the

findings.

a. Perioa

The period of time covered in this progress report is the first 17 months

of the 2 -year pilot project, from January 1972 through I4ey 1973.

b. Sumfflary

The nature of the world portrayed in prime time television dram. and its

effects in cultivatine conceptions of social reality vas the subject of this

pilot study. Reliable methods 5-or the analysis of dramelle reseege systeNs

were developed and applied. Semi-projective picture tests and a questionwr,ere

survey were developed and adelinistered.

Six years' accuoulation of analytical raterial vas the data base upon

which the television content study proceeded and which will be updated

annually in the proposed mein study. The results of the pilot study featured

stylistic, demographic, occupatioDel, and dremetic action (mostly crime and

violence) aspects of the television world, and pointed up the importance of

a detailed analysis of the facts of the "message" before undertaking a study

of its presumed effects.

Nhjor methodoloGical and substantive developments in the study of

cultivating effects can be reported here. Several picture tests ad,ninistered

to different groups of white and black children revealed both the general

and the specifically TV-related existence of these st,?reetyped conceptions

of people and their pre)able fates that wan :ass found to be characteristic

of the television orld. A telephone questionnaire
aftinistered to a national

probability sample of heevy and light television vieuers fumner dmonstra:,ed

significant associations of television exposure eith conceptions of salient

aspcts of social reality.

c. Detailed report

We undertook to develop methodologies for the reliable observation of

"facts of life" of the world of televieion drema, and to create tools and

proceduree for the aseesemeet of the conceptual coneequencee of "living"

in that fictional world. The first type of research we call the analysis

of message systems. The second is the study of the eoeeeptione Lt-ley tend
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to cultivate along those nest heavily exposed to them. Li teeting the

cultivating effects of the "facts of life" in the toad of' television
draaa ye relied primarily on thoee "Zeets" that itiverge fron the "real
'world" as repreeented in factual statietics and peesibly neve accounts.

TIP,151r7:0 =!.e:r! ,VE01-AT)1 aymfotic! iwocro.ws trz-,w;mitted

prime tih,a (y i' :1 11 n.n.) and all day Eater: Thy for one fell 'week: in the

fall of each year (after %he launchi3:e of the eee eeason) eoeprieed the
annual ramples on which reectee syete,, analyzio ye: perfomed by trained
coders. The tfeining coneisted of multiple codeee followiee an iustruleent

of amolYsis arid the scree nine and finel selection of codere on the baeie
of the reeulte of a direeeoetic procedure.

The reliability of the analysis io also neaeveed by multiple codinge
and the application of appropriate foreulee for tee essemeent of the
reliability of coder obscavations (see "Methode of ProcedurePbelov).

The instruaent of analysis used in this pilot study had three parte.
Part A was devoted to the systenatic observation of those "facts of life"
in the world of television drama that pertain to a program as a vhole:
style, time, pl ace, settine group relations, thenretic strucure. Part 76

dealt vith the demography, health, personality profile, value structure and
selected relationehips of the ea et of characters pereaating the teleylEion

vorld. Part C pertained to the intensive study of selected C.epes of drarectic

action.

Six years of research rade available to the project the analysis of
656 programs (playe), 1907 leading characters, and 3505 acts or episodes.
The rich and complex cumelative archive:: of this project will take tire to
digest, formelize, and report in a oyeteratic and periodic faehion. Thematic

trends appear to be remarkably consistent despite apparent fluctuations of
style and the popularity of different formats. Only a fev highlights of this

analysis can be noted here.

More than nine out of ten dramatic programs (other than cartoons) are
"realistic." The world of television w mostly domestic, urban, and

contemporary. foreigners reake up 1 percent of its population. The fantastic

and the implausible are nore likely to occur far out in the :ountry, or in
other countries, than close to home. Pars, small towns, places of great
zealth and loverty, and sparsely populated areas are more likely to be found

abroad than in the U.S.

The past is-rarely and the future is never comic. Poverty is funeler

than wealth, even if it is rare (once_ in a hundred settings) and far away.
Mbet of those employed in the world of television dr1wa are professionals,
but most are also unmarried and in the prime of life. Businese, government,

entertainment, law enforcmont, and crime are the In'Ijor occupations. Half

of all people eemmit violence, one fifth perpetrate some crime, six percent
kill someone and three precent are killed.
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Mlles outnumber females four to one Childrento cartoons rort ray evcn

fewer women and more violence. Children and old p,nple arc hard to find;

each comprise only about si;: 'oorcent of itc televinloo populatico. ore

females than males aro yoluic, but women :ge earlier and fasel -than ten.
The aged are more lihely to be evil, and thus to fail, than the more

youthful.

Social power on televioion is demonotrated in the pattern of violent
action. Althouoh in 197;:' the violence index ens at its )970 leel (oliFhtly
below )971), and the number or violent chzracterivnUono doeflood oo:eohtt,
the rate or violent co;oodno rode and the ion-do of vietimi7,atioo 1.as the

highest in six years. (ilee Lopondix F.) That ratio, the number' of victioo

for each violtfnt. ehmtcter, o;oht be considc-ed an indication of domination
and possibly fear cOtivated in the telcviolon world. The victiniootion

ratio for the last six years wao:

1957 3.16
1.958 1.13

1969 1.21
1970 1.09

397] 1.10
1972 1.26

Thus the absolute amount of violence is not necessarily a good measure
of its functions in shaping conception, of social reality. For example, 1he

victimiv,ation ratio for white males eao 3.33, for other males 1.l8. The same

ratio for all gales eas 1.1):, for all foiales 1.39. The charts on page 157

of Apixndix h also illustrate ho;: the power structure of the television
world victimioz:es females and nonwhites, even among cartoon "anihal" characters.

The next question is how the social symbolic context of the television
'world affects the prevailing cultural climate and cultivates viewers'
conceptions of the facts of life. That is the ouestion addeessed in the

cultivation analysis part of the pilot (and the proposed) rnojeet.

Cultivation analysis. Semi-projective picture tests and a qu:!stionnaire

administered to different grouts of respond,,nts mere the principal methods
for the assessment of the demioant imagery and cultivation effects attributoble

to television. The picture tests were developed with relatively small groups
of children, most of whom are mudcrate to heavy viewers of television. The,

purpose was mainly to develop relatively non-structured (arid nonverbal )

measures of imagery usable with children, and to test their efficacy in

elicitino; reop:nises that could be related to general cultural stereotypes
presented on and preournably cultivated by television. The specific

cultivating effects were tested in one of the picture tests and then by the
questionnaire on a national probability sample of heavy and light viewers
matched on some other characteristics and also grouped by some other media

habits.

The first set of semi-projective materials consinto of a large set of
paosixort-type vassf.ort-type pholoorapho of a heteroocneous group of people

taken by us under standard conditions. The picture :; have been reliably

coded in terms of race, ccx and age, and can be put together in various ways.
We have used somewhat di-kforent, sots for different purioses. We are currently
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testing a standardized set of 110 pictures which is divided :into eqnnl sub-

groups of black and vhit,e, male and female, ;,oung W 30) and old(r 05-60))
We have wt copies, of this set pr tiled on large sheet:,x or heavy paFr,

randomly ordered and coded numerically for group and Injividual tcsting
(a copy is included as Appenaxii). In addition, we cen utlU ze groups which

represent other population segmenis, for erImple, elderly or Asian,.

We have used these pictures to ey.amine the questions of violene and

"victimization. In the vorld of InIevision the "victimizetien ratios"
demonstrate the pover of the vhite and the male over the and female.

When we asked children .L0 make jnt'igments I. 0112 pie ,c :sonic, ve

found vory similar patterns. Using one method, to aske, ,,eaps of children
(aged 8-10) to rate each picture in a set of 1.0 (20 male, 20 iema3e; 20 young,

20 old; all white), in terms of the likelihood that the person might murder
someone, be murdered, or in a dichotomous choice, kill or be killa. Some

were also asked to answer the Questions as though these people yore all

characters from televieion patterns. The data are very clear (see Table 1).

the killers are the young and the male, the victims are young females and

older males.

Another group of children was asked to pick out of a hi-racial set all
of those 'ho might be murderers and all vho might be the victims of murder

(not mutually exclusive). They were also ar:Li:d to mah tPe same choices 3 11

terms of TV -- that is, which of the feople would be likely to murder or be
murdered if they were al) charactr on 4-,clevision. The ratios or Purderers

to victims by race and ste-- (Figure a) show a pattern which Is familiarto
television viewers, and reminiscent of our analysis of television drobsi.

,White males are equally murderous and :ictimized, black nuJ.es arc mainly
murderous, black and whii.e females are victimIzed. Children see the pattern

essentially the same in terms of life and television. The generation difference

also shows up here. The young males are more murderous; the old, especially

old women are overwhelmingly victimized.

In another test, a group of white and black public school children was
asked to pick three characters out of a set of h0 according to the following

plot: there is a hero who will oppose and defeat a villain, and save an
innocent person who has been victimized by the villain. The heroes chosen

by the children were young (73M, male (61n and white (5%). The villains

were also young (70), male (W) and white (58;',). The victims were more

evenly distributed 58,10 young, 5215 male, 57 white. Also of interest is the

tendency for blacks to choose white characters and females to choose male

characters. Females chose twice as many male heroes than males chose females

for the hero role.

For another group of black junior high school children we compared
the role-portrait choices 6f the heavy and the light television viewers.
The comparisons are in Table 2. (lx)te the relatively high levels of

television viewing in both groups.) The most striking differences arc in

the choice of heroes (heavy viewers choose more males) and victims (heavy

viewers choose more females), which tend to follow the lines of wievision

drama. Heavy viewers also pick rove whites as heroes and victims, though

not as villains.
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TAgLE 1: Children's Resoonse3f Violence Probabilities

likely is each person Question No.2: How likely is each person

to be murch:red (1-5) ? 0=101*

Male

Female

A. Male vs. Female: p....001
B. Young vs. Old: p.. .001

C. Sex vs. Age n.s.

Male

Female,

Yours Old

2.6 3.4

3.2 2.6

A. Male vs. Female: n.s.

B. Young vs. Old: n.s.

C. Sex vs. Age: p.= .001

Question No. 3: How likely is each person Question No.4: Mow likely is each person

to kill (5) or be killed (I) ? (N..12) ro kill (5) or be killed (3) cc: XKLAL:Lal*

Hale

Female

Yonne Old Young Old

Male 3.7 3.0

A. Male vs. Female: p.. .001

B. Young vs. Old: p.. .001

C. Sex vs. Age: n.s.

Female

. A. Male vs. Female: p.= .001

B. Young vs. Old: p.= .002

C. Sex vs. Age: n.s.

* All Ss are children, 8-10 years old.
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We ha\re tembiee[ an iiistruieni; which co:(ns over Lorty such items,
a ielL a ques (ions about the rOspor1ent' ; ace, rex, ôduca t;ion, and Ledia
-habits (day ie and oiten:tn; tcJ.evi :;:i on, toJ.cvi sio; neus, nc1:Tapers ,intgaine). This qucstionna:i.re izi a6iainitored by Thniei i(;arch, Inc.!
C. E . iroqpc':r, fnc. in the 1or of tô1epionc interricus to a protobiJity sample
oJ GOT auui b c onc1e'' r o 'c r e o Ii t c th C r) C. V.t 1- C-

creencd to iorn uo groups of ight Lelev.i.sion v.ie:ecs (loss than 2
1iOhrs r-n day) ad h 1yteievis1o)1 vieiers iours or rore).

The survey uas o d.ieted ih Apr:LL, 1973, an uc Thave only part:taUr
ifl1yced th results atinis point. $omc of the eleare 1tcrns ire have

.ObI-iev\TCd -come :Cron't the 'iactua1t1 Itcim; in hieh :spondenis iiust ch000
hetucen aflsuur uhien rcnrrsont a teftvjsjon 1,j.as and itcr uldch represent
a'n?telev:Lsion bias Or r; tendenc; touerd Uy.- -Cno :Cuii o± anaijys;Ls

civ1bJ.st' ot rc rring tlic v irLous c ct to 01 oui 'mip]c iii nis of the bi.as-
hieo fiitcni' Vc hate c leulated. ho erceit "to a.d eiioi.ccs Jo... (The

bavy vacwä1.s, a'd 1'or the light vici The d.ifcLcncc. 1-ct ecu hc 'ic.
cicepge vs.. iciii the "(u]tLvata.on hjffei.ni i) oS tcli i .ion vieuing

fOr each 1tI.

Veirve coinpred the cuitiatiôn differentials of sovraJ. .iqodia for a
number of "fact Lua1' tt;ews (see Table 3). Tro striking utterns energe :Li
These comparisons. The cultivation cTeets oC cenera]. television vicuing
shou pc itivo and. oftn significant di:Nerentta] s beixeen bee y and. light
vicrers -- i-il Ih heavy v.Lcucrs being usre lfl:ely to choose onsuers vh:icii reflect
a "televisiontt bias . As can be soon On Table 3, 11 .3 percent Iuore heavi
vici em than gnL vici u.e ovciestj. "ta thc. p rcc (,gc t1' I aj e 01'
the vorJd porulation; that is, in fact what they exDerience in the world of
teievi.saon. (sex, age, amt education .do not gnaiicanti.y ai'iect these
margins. ) Heavy viewers iii1arlycarry their televisIon experience into
the' rca]. iorld of social reai.ity when they give a televisIon" rather than the
vci'y dif rent "cea1 vorld" answer to questions on population density,
eMployment, crire and violence, and. in enforeeme:t. One of the. most te11ng
results of e osurëth -the :ixttcrn of victimize ion seen en television is
the fact that hce-j viewers significantly overestimate their own chances 01'
encountering violence in real -Li-f,

It is intercôting to note that the cultivation differeniia]s for hcaify
and. light viewor ci' television news programs show the same pattern o
positive effects. This is particularly striking in view of the second et
of conqarisons,- which show an oppostto tOndoncy for heavy vs. light readers
and. ncws irLegznes. (riec comparisons are :indc!px1ent of television VICVIng
habits, which are evenly distributed across oad;i.ig-habit categories.) We find
that hôavy readers (esi)ecieliy newspaper renders) are consistently, of t;cn
siniflcant].y more 11k]y to choCso the non,talcvis:ton biased answer. W
feel that this is an iMjx.'rtant trend which may hcJ.p to identify the cultiiating
powers of the various media, and allow us to assess the effects of te:Lcirisioh
in the overa]J. cOnte of media Oxposure.

Other comparisons indicate that the viewers of daytime sr1al programS-
(who arc not a] :i wo!:ien by any moans) c'ov the sate cultivation pattori
a heavy viewers in gonera1 i-f any iiiing they shioii stronger effects.
Somewhat more surprising is the fact i;hat education does not seem to prodict

b I
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TABLE 3!....)Itfftn;ftncttit Retwctc,i1 -lieriVy:Vi_et,.-iets and Viewerst-
Ogaceptions_ iCo.-.7.)rozeti- to- til0f.'_ J;intf;

9m:snoN

1. us For. IS7. OF WORLD
POP. ( TV OVEREST.)

YALVIEING 1 TV NEWS V.TEI-MA- NEWSPAPERS -21EWS:WS _
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cultivation patterns in any consistent manner. We had supposed that respondents

with higher educational levels might be less likely to, choose the televi!,ion-
biaSed answers but, in fact, they seem as likely to do so as those with only
high- school or grade-school education. The error choice patterns and
-cultivation differentials for the questions reflected in Table 3 can be iound

in Appendix G.

We are also working with an open-ended form of this questionnaire in which
the respondent is not given specific choices but is asked to estimate the correct

answers to the same questions. On the basis of the limited data we have acquired
so far it appears that sudh answers are fairly comparable to those in the
original form, both in absolute magnitude and in cultivation patterns. Firmer

conclusions will require more data from samples which include a broader range Of
respondents than' we have so far utilized.

d: Publications

-Although only a pilot study, the research built. upon previous
investigations and provided the basis for several publications and
-Other contributions. The most impottant: are:

"Communications and Social Enviro=ent," by George Gerbner
(Scientific': American, September 1972. See Appendix A)

Cultural. InacatorS: the Third -Voice," byGeOrge. Gerbner

(Communications Technoloev and Social. PolieY, edited by
George (erbner, Larry Gross, and William Melody, Wiley,
in press)

" The Reality of TeleviSion Fiction: The use, of semprojec-
tive techniques for the study of mass-media effects," by.
Larry Gross and Paul Mbssaris '(presented at the International
COMMunication Association, Montreal, April 1973)

" The Lessons that: Television Teaches," by Larry Geoss (Today's
Education, The Journal of the Maxie:ip] Education Association,

in press-

Data and methods-generated by the project are currently being
Utilized in the preparation of four Master's theses and Corea Ph.D.
dissertations.

e. Staffing

The professional staff of the project has included:
Dr. George Gerbner, principal investigator, throughout;
Dr. Larry Gross, associate investigator, throughout;
Mr. Micheal F. Eleey, research associate, throughout;
Mr. James P. Murphy, research associate, Jan.1, 1972 to June 30,1972

Ms. Nancy Tedesco, research associate, throughout.
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13. SPECIFIC AIMS

I. Annual recording and message system analysis of prime-time and Saturday
network television drama will follow methods and procedures developed in

the pilot study.

2. Semi-projective picture tesl.s and survey instruments developed in the pilot

study will be completed and annually applied to various purposive samples

of children and adults. An attempt will he made not only to relate the test f;

to aspects of the world of television drama but also to indicate changes

. through repeated testing and panel studies.

3. The comparative dimension of Cultural Indicators will be developed by
utilizing existing contacts and arrangments for the parallel conduct of
studies by identical methods in other countries to supplement and

illuminate the U.S , findings. (Foreign research teams will finance their

own studies. The proposed budget is intended to cover only costs of

communication and coordination,)

4. Comprehensive Cultural indicators will combine message system and
cultivation measures to present annual, cumulative, and comparative
indicators of dominant cultural configurations, common conceptions, and

trends relevant to issues of social health and public policy.

C. METHODS OF PROCEDURE

The methodologien employed in the study are those of mass media message
system (content) analysis and of cultivation (effects) analysis. The most

novel and significant developmental features of both the pilot study and
the proposed investigation are the joining of the two methodologies and the
fornialization of periodic indexing and reporting of the combined results.

1. Mcssagp system analysis

Message systvm analysis in designed to investigate, the aggregate and
collective prenises defining life and its issues in representative samples
of mass-produced symbolic material. Such analysis rests on the reliable
determinatioTio-f-ianambiguously perceived elements of communications. Its

data base if; not what any indjvidunl would select but what an Intire national
community absorbs. It does not attempt to interpret single or selected units
of material, or draw conclusions about artistic merit. The analysis is limited
to functions implicit in the prevalence, rate, symbolic structures and
distribution of clear and common terms in the samples.*

*A description of the analytical framework can be found in "Toward Cultural

Indicators: The Analysis of Mass Mediated Public Message Systems" by George

Gertiller, :riy! f Coenun icnt VII' Con E. en t ; neve 111 f

Theories and Comvluts 'Inchilisijien, edited by George Gerbner, et al., New York:

John Wiley & Sons, 1969.



The analysis of primestime'and Saturday netwoak telvi-tend drama will

be repeated each year. The principal aspects of ahis procedure (also noted

above in the progress report of the pilot study) arc the instrament of analysis,

the program samples, the training of analysts, the coding procedure, and the

assessment of the reliability of the observations,

* * *

The instrument of analysis was discussed in f.Ge detail in the progress

report. Its development took account of the comments of the review pane]
of the pilot project and of the experience of the project itself. The

instrument deals with each program as a whole, the cast of ma:for and minor

characters, and selected types of action., It facilitates the Jostle.:

development of the "Violence Profile" (see Appendices g, C, 1), and r) within

the broader context of Cultural indicators.

The annual monitoring and analysis will include categories osed before
and others sensitive to new and changing issues of public polic:, history,

geography, and demography of the symbolic worlds procloced for common vicarious
experience and learning will be analyzed. inter - personal and group relationships

portrayed in these message systems will be studied. Themes of nature, science,

politics, law, crime, business, education, art, illness and health, peace
and war, and sex, love, and friendship, as well as conflict affil violence will

be observed. Roles, traits, goals, va lucs, and fates of characters engaged
in dramatic action will be related to the symbolic worlds in wh..;.ch they act

and to the issues with which they grapple.

The annual solid-week sample, recorded in the fall, of each new season,
consists of approximately 100 programs (70 hours), 300 major and 500 minor
characters, and 500 specific acts or episodes of a specified nature. Al].

programs in the sample are videotaped for, analysis and coding, and remain in

the cumulative archives of the project for, further study. The solid week

sample has been demonstrated to be at least as generalizable to a year's
prdgraiar.ing as larger randomly selected samples.*

Coders using Ole instrument of analysis are trained in observation of a

specialized kind. They must make reliable discriminations caLed for in the
instrument and record these in a specified form. They focus on what is pre-

sented in the material and not how it might be judged by a critical viewer.

Their, task is to generate the data for the subsequent analysis and interpre

tation of common message elements and structures available to a public of

diverse viewers.

The training consists of individual and paired use of the instrument: of

analysis on taped television programs made available for that purpose. The

coding of each item is discussed, and problems of definition and interpretation

are uniformly resolved. The results of training analyses are subjected to a

*Mich el F. Elvey, "Variations in Ceneralizability geoulting from Sampling
Characteristics of Content Analysis Data: A Case Study." The Annenberg

School of Communications, University of Pennsylvania, 1969.
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special procedure which permits the identification of deviont observers, and

estimates the extent to which such an observor is co:rigible by further

instruction.*

This procedure leads to the screenin;; and final selection of coders for

the 6taff, All analysis is done by MOP:iFfIrin the LP0'd programs as nany

times as necessary, and playing hack selected portions on playback .aachines

available for that'purpose.

Reliability measures are designed to ascertain the degree to which the

recorded d:t :a truly reflect the properties of the material being 5:Ladled and not:

the contamination oi observer bias or of instrument aw:Jiguity. Theoretically

both types of contamination are correctable, either by refining the instrusient

of intensifying coder training, or as a last resort, by eliminating the

unsalvageable variable or dismissing the incorrigible coder. Measures of

.reliability thus serve two functions: as diagnostic tools in the confirmation

of the recording process, and as fival evaluators of the accuracy of the

phenomeno's representations in the actual recorded data.

Four computational formulae are currently available for calculating the

cocffi.cieut of agreemeat! These vari.at :ions arc distinguished by difference

function, the form of which depends upon the scale typc of the particalar

variable being analyzed. ENcept for their respective scale-appropriate

sonsitiv:lty to deviations from perfect agreement, all foriul e mahe the same

basic assumptions as the protot-ype for nominal scalc: devised by Scott.**

Thus, in Lhe case of the binary variable, all four formAloe yield identical

results.**

The reliability of the analysis is thus achieved by #cult :ip1e codings,_and

the measured agreement of trained analysts on each usatle item. If one Wore

to substitute the perceptions and impressions of casual observers, no matter

how sophisticated, the value of the investigation would be reduced, and its

purpose confounded. Only an objective analysis pf unambiguous message elements,

and their separation from personal impressions left by unidentified clues, can

*Klaus Krippendorff, "Estimatitv, the Reliability, Systematic Error and Random

Error of Interval Data." Educational and ysvchollIgical Measuroncnt 30:6170,

spring, 1970.

**illiam A, Scott, "Rcliobility of Content: Analysis: The Case of Nominal

Scale Coding," Pobli Opinion Quarterly 17:3:321-325, 1955.

***For the derivation of the formulae and discessibil of their properties, see

Klaus Rrippendorff, "A Comput.er Program for Analyzing Multivariate Agreements,

Version 2," Mimeo, Piladelphia: University of Pennsylvania, The Annenberg

School of Communications, March 1970. by the same author, "A Family of

Divariate Agreement: Coefficients for the Reliability of. Data," Mimeo,

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, The Annenberg School of Communications

1968.
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provide the basis for comparison with audience pereptions, conceptions, and
behavior.

2. Cultivation analysis

The progress report of the pilot project: has already accounted for the use
of semi-projective picture tests and survey instruments developed in preparation
for the main stage of the cultivation analysis, Here we shall. note the more

theoretical aspects of our methodological approach.

Cultivation analysis begins with the patterns found in the "world" of

television dromn. The common messaee systems composing that world present a
coherent image of. life and society. flow is this image reflected in ehe images,

expectations, definitions, interpretations and values held by its --oienees?
Do people see the world as TV shows It? In some cases, the old West for example,

most people know little else but what: they see on TV and in the movies. Bow are

the "lessons" of yir.holic behavior derived from other tines and places, and
presented in synthetic, fictional contexts, applied to aserelptions about real

life? Clearly, the impact of the television world on the real world of the
viewers is subtle and eeplex. Klapper's comprehensive survey* noted the
paucity of investigation in this area, One major U.S. investigation involving
children, reported Jr, 1963,** was limited to email community surveys and was
not releted to symbolic functions of television program content. The more
varied and often more sophisticated studies conducted for the Suro.con General's
Scientific Advi:;ory Conittee en Television and Social flehvvior* werc
similar3y in no position to bose their investigation of presumed media effects
upon a carecul and systematic study of media portrayals. Therefore, in order
to improve procedures for the investigation of the cultivation effects of the
actual meSsage systems to whi en large viewing publics (and, indirectly, the
entire community) are exposed, it was necessary to utilize an extensive data
base and to develop new tools and techniques. That is what the pilot project:

(reported above) has done.

The principal approaches employed in the cultivation analysis will continue
to be semi-projective techniques and periodic questions on national probability
sample surveys. Regional child panels would provide the subjects for additional
projective and interview Fork. t ,-

The central methodological tool we are using in our examination of the images
of reality ohich may be cultiveted by television drama in the semi-projective
procedure. Projective tests arc most commonly used by clinical psychologists
who wish to

. . approach the personality and induce the individual to
reveal his way of organizing experience by giving him a field

* The Effects of Mass co::: milications by Joseph T. Mapper. The Free Press,
1960.. See e.g. p. 251.

**TeleviOon in the lives of Our Child =en by Wilbur Schramm, Jack Lyle, and
Edwin B. Parker. Stanford University Press, 1961.

*Tv. evision ;ins!, Social Behavior edited by Co A. Comstock and E. A. Rubinstein,
Volumes 1 to 5. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1972.



(objects, materials, experience :;) with relatively little

structure and cultural patterning so that the personality can

project: upon that pli:stic field his way of seeing life, nis

meanings, significances, patterns, and especially his feelings.*

Our use of the term semi-projective is intended tG reflect two major

differences betwcen our approach and that of the children. Our st:mulus

material is mere structured than most proj-ctive test materials, .ind utilizes

a wider range of techniques. Second, we are interested in a rather different

level of analysis. Here we are close to the position taken by Greenstein and

Tarrow, who used semi-projective methods to study the political in:ientation

of children:

The resulting data are interpreted at a surface (sociocultural)

rattler than a deep (psychodionostic) level. That is the

interpretive interest is in what orthodox projective testers

treat as chaff: values, cognitions, perceptual sets, charac-

teristic pays of perceiving social situations, expectations

about actions that will take place under specified circumstances,

and so forth.**

The impact of television on children will be of particvlar concern in this

project. Along with parents, teachers and peers, television iS an undoubtedly

potent factor in rho socialization and acculturation of our children. Little-,

however, is hncvn about the effects of television on the formation of values,

expectations and attitudes in children. A recent: report su.,1r.:rizing an

extensive program of research on the develorxacnt of political al:nrenef;s and

attitudes in childien,**;: while often quoting children citing television as a

source of inforoation, does not devote, a ' attention to the role of television

in this socialization process. The word television does not even nppear in the

index of the book.

To estimate and evaluate the effect of media exposure, it may be wornwhile
to -conduct; a longitudinal investigation of the development -f values and the image

of reality in a panel sample of children. -In such longitudinal perspective, we
would examine the emergence of sex-role concepts, political and historical
attitudes and images, and the awareness of social problems and issues (e.g.
violence, drugs, ecological crises) as they are influenced by TV exposure.
The interview techniques, projective devices, and questionnaires mentioned
above would be adapted for use with children in the longitudinal psnel study.

Frank, L. K. "Projective methods for the study of personality," Journal of

Psychology, 8:389-413, 1939.

**Greenberg, F. I. & S. Tarrow, Oriontation,3 of Childrep: The pl;s: of

a SeTi-Pr ajecqve ynchnique, in Three Nations. Beverly Hills: Sage, 1970.

**'!tItobert D. Hess and Judity V. 'Torrey, The DavdopTr'nt of Politicaj Attitudes

in Childreq. New York: Anchor Books, 1963.
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The oilier major approach will be the survey method as leveloped iv the

pilot study. Questions selected from the projective and interview techniques,

and others designed especially for survey use will be submitted annually to

a national adult probability sample of respondents. The responses will yield

indications oi the dyna of cultivetion, an777fli also be useful in comparisons

with rcepeneee yielded by the other methods.

Are audiences aware of the distortion, bol.h ces:plicit and impticit, ih

television's world? Will viewers rcproduce the TV "line" when ashe,' to describe,

evaluate, predict: or enelyze event: in the reel world? here the "error-choice"

technique hill be utilized. A per3on must choose between two ans'7ees to certain

questions (e.g., What percentage of murders are committed by women? Dy relatives?

Are solved by police?), cz:ch of which is ineoreect -- one exaegerating and one

minimizing some aspect of a situation. Accepeence of the televisioo drama imago

might be expected to lead to an underestimatioe of the pr :portion of: female

murderers, and uadereetimation of the number of murders ce:::mitted by relatives,

and an overeetimation of the percentage of homicides solved by the police.

Further, will viewers distinenish between the reality of TV drama and that

of news? Gan they se:', and will they report: differences? How are the controversial

issues -- way, crime, drugs, youthful unrest :, sex roles -- reflected via TV dram;

and news in the mind:; of audiencee? Vow accurate is the !mblic knowledge of the

facts, and how close their definitions to those offered ei:elicitly and implicitly

on television? Row consistent and how homogeneous are thee -onceptions?

Regardless of the-le direction and nature, arc the responses of heavy viewers more

ilike than those of noo-viewers? Does television create a ranee or a consensus

of knowledee, or of ieeorance? Does a homogeneity of response, if it exists,

extend to issues unrelated to television drat.:a and it iwmediate impact.?

The results of the pilot study (reported above) demonstrate the feasibility

and usefulness of this approach for the specifle assessment: of the contributions

television makes to the cultivation of public imaes of social reality.

The final methodological aspect of the proposed study will be the development

of comprehensive indices, and the. establishment of compute-, and reporting

techniques for the periodic summarization and presentetien.of cumuletive and

comparative iindines.

D. SIGNIFICANCE

Cult ore is that system of messages which cultivates patterns of shared

images and, therefore, of social behavior, relationships, and interactions.

Acculturation is that critical aspect of socialization which denotes the

development of stable images of self and the world, and of how to behave

in one's world. The dominant coliamication agencies produce message systems

that cultivate the broadest common notions of what is, what is important,

and- what is right. They structure the public agenda of eNistence, priorities,

and values. People use this agenda -- some more
selectively than others --

to support their ideas and actions. Any significant change in the technology,

ownership, elientele, outlook, or eUier imtivutional characteristics of

dominant ccumunication ogeneies may alter the patterns.



3n a folk culture, the pi:eduction of traditional si-1.1-ols and figures

(reprcsentntions of cods, chiefs, demons, animals, and the conduct of

rituals, and the spinning of tales inspire :',:e and ;trit telrec, as needed,

tO control tAle "growinp, up" process. In mass cultur.2s, institntiocal policies

and manufactured symbolic co=odities cultilate 120,7mr, of conduct.

Hass corrsunication is the e:.tensien of institutio»..lixed pubrie acculturation

beyond the limits of Ltce- to-face and any other personally .mcdiatc,i interaction.

This beco..:::s possible technelot,;cal means are avai Lige Lociel orionixa--

Lions (21;:tn4,(2 ior, the mass production and distribetion of t,2.ssog::!s. *;ass media

are ve,1 technological means and social oic:-Iaat ion :;, \Atli Lelevit,ion being tie

most broadly` shared and ubiquitous of Americr- ma,:s med.;

A long series of private and govern:rent Congressional

committco:., lnd foundatlionsupporLed studies have, since the early 7930ties,

called for bOn' sort of media surveillance, But nono'of' thcse proposals

spelled out how that. might be done, or limired the scope to manageable
proportions clearly relevant to scientific purpose and public policy. And, at:

any rate, none of them was imple,9anted.

Our prior studies, supported by the National Science FotnOatior., the
Surgeon Gcnoral's Schntific Advisoty Con:Ait:ec on Television and Social Behavior,
the 3:ntioadl 3nt.Litute of ;.',..;ntal Ecalth, and other af,cn,jcs, hay._ establiked the

basis for and have de,..-.rnstrated the feasibility of this project. Social
scientists, legislators, end govolni_ant agencies have called for the developent
of indicatots and prO.F.jhts of culturol trends relevant to salient issues of
social health and notional pol icy, and condncted in a bread and sephisticated

fray: :work.

We need to know gcneral trends in the cultivItion of assumptions about
problems of existence, priorities, values, and relationahips before we can validly
interpret specific relevant policjes or facts of individual and social response.
3nterpretaLlors of public opinion (i.e. publ-;shed rcsponws to questions elicited
in specific cultural contexts), and of many mdia and other cultural policy
matters, require culturol judicator? similar to the accounts -_ompiled to guide
economic decisions and to other indicators propo:n2d to inform social policy-making.

The most general significance of cultural indicators will be, therefore, that
of a systematic and reliable surveillance oi mass-cultural configurations and of
their symbolic functions. A more specific area of significance be the

testing of a theory of syl.lholic functions which contends that mass-distriblted
(televised) dramatic entoriaitrnent provides conn.)ft and ritualistic demonstrations
of social relationships, powers, and values, and, furthermore, that these
symbolic functions cultivate the most pervasive public conceptions of social

reality.


